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you can use the language mode settings to define vs code commands that should be available for specific languages. for example, you can tell vs code to perform actions in python when you are editing a python file. to use a language-specific setting, add it to workbench.languages.${language_name},
where ${language_name} is the name of the language you want to define. for example, if you want to allow python files to use intellisense, you could add workbench.settings.editor.codeactions.showintentionactionsinpython: true to user.json, or workbench.showintentionactionsinpython: true to

settings.json. the purpose of the settings editor is to customize the editor settings for all languages by modifying their language-specific settings. if you haven't already, define a setting with commandkey: 'editor.codeaction.showintentionactionsinpython', then change it to false. before you start to
customize the settings, make sure that you haven't already customized them and that you know what you are doing. some settings apply only when in some combination of the active language mode and selected keymap. other settings apply only when the user has a certain profile. before you begin,

review the user guide to learn how each setting works in relation to other settings. if you are creating a new user settings file, then you should read the it should be noted that the settings are not a virus. there are legitimate use cases for settings.exe in a multiplayer or similar configuration, but the vast
majority of its users do not have any need for it.
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"bundledirectory": "c:\users\username\appdata\roaming pm" settings exe pes 2013 the microsoft visual studio code app needs to be updated. make sure you're running the latest version of the microsoft visual studio code app. if you want to change the settings for an extension, you can either edit the
settings.json directly or open the settings editor (settings menu: open settings…). you can also configure settings in the settings editor ui (preferences: open settings (ui)), which also works for extensions. the settings file is available in json or in yaml format. editing in json is the recommended way, but
you can also use yaml, which also has a human-readable syntax. if you want to debug an extension’s settings, open the settings editor, navigate to the extension’s settings in the list, and set a breakpoint in the settings editor. the breakpoint will be hit when the settings are read from the settings file. if

the settings editor encounters an error when opening the settings file, you can fix it by verifying that the file has the correct extension (for example, if it is settings.json, but the extension of the file is settings.exe, then rename the file from settings.exe to settings.json). alternatively, you can manually edit
the settings file to fix the error. if you find that the editor is not responding when you open the settings editor or you are getting a dialog error, try changing the settings file’s extension to settings.json or settings.exe and restarting the editor. 5ec8ef588b
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